The Certainty of Uncertainty
By Yoginâm
The need for certainty turns us into slaves
We are ready to give up our freedom
In order to cherish a feeling of certainty
Arming ourselves against non-existing enemies
Has been a major force in society for decades
Fear is the instrument; fear of what we are not
Fear that we existentially do not have
Fear that others thrive on at our cost
We do not need certainty in order to function
It is an imposed illusion that we gleefully accept
Nothing can be certain, not our health; not our death
Scientific knowing is a temporary hypothesis
It is never more than that
We loose all knowledge with a simple blow on the head
Or as the result of a cellular degenerative malfunction
The striving for an illusion of certainty
Makes us gullible, in bondage and enslaved
A search for a meaning in what we are
Produces a purpose and a direction in thinking
But as a focus of identification it is flawed
For a certainty of identification
You would search in the wrong direction
Nothing of life is ever certain
The Certainty you crave for
Is hidden within the uncertainty of life
Like true wisdom lies in knowing that you do not know
True Certainty is the realisation that everything is uncertain

Certain is your birth and certain is your death
Fundamental Certainty though does not depend
On neither of being born nor of dying
This Certainty remains; it is constant in non-being
It does not need protection from imaginary enemies
It does not need pandemics and their narratives
It is the Certainty of the mastery within
It is the Certainty that we carry, each of us
As soon as we open our eyes for it
It is this Certainty that says “Nâm”
Under all circumstances and in all situations
There is no fear in Nâm; no enemies
No politicians that offer fake protection
No promises for a future heaven
Nâm is fulfillment itself
In the Certainty of Nâm all uncertainty vanishes
Your illusion of self-importance and how you feel
Is quite unimportant and irrelevant
In the vision of Nâm
You merely need to Let Go and enter it
And it, because you are it, takes care of you
This is Nâm: the Certainty of the uncertainty
It generates the mastery of living
In the Peaceful Acknowledgement
Of what you are
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